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Nowadays PC has become more and more personal. And people are accustomed to storing more
information on the computer than before. But have you ever thought that a small mistake will be
likely to expose your privacy? So it's essential to clear history regularly.

In addition, more and more computer histories saved on your computer will take up lots of hard
drives space so that it can seriously affect your computer speed. Due to this, you should also
periodically clear computer history.

But not all people are good at removing the search history. Then how to clear history on computer?
How to protect personal privacy? Some good tips you should know.

Generally, computer history consists of Internet browser history, Internet browser cache, cookies,
junk files and internet search history. Either manual deletion or automatic deletion is ok. But some
cleaner software will protect your privacy which prevents someone entering the computer system to
steal the passwords, user names and so forth. Furthermore, it also greatly optimizes the computer.
Well, below are the methods showing you how to clear history on computer manually.

Internet caches are also known as temporary internet files. In order to clear these caches, you
should choose Internet Options from the Tools menu and then pick the General tab. Under the
Browsing History section, please click on the Delete Files button. After this check Temporary
Internet Files, and select the Remove button.

Then if you want to remove Internet browser history, you ought to go to the Tools option and then
you can clear history.

To get rid of cookies, you are also able to click on the Tools in the menu bar and then visit Options.
Then the users can choose privacy in the listing of tabs that's currently available. Afterwards, user
will search for the section that is labeled Private Data and then choose the Settings button. But,
please be sure that the box next to the Cookies tab is checked, in the end, click on OK button.

Clearing history manually is not difficult while completely removing computer history is extremely
hard, because some history cannot be taken away by hand. So necessarily you had better find a
cleaner tool which is not only clear history but also some other junk files.

All these are the ways to clear history on computer. If you are maintaining your computer, may as
well have a try! Hope it can help you clear your browsing history and keep your privacy.
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It is wise to a clear history on computer to protect privacy,  but for most people, a how to clear
history on computer  is a puzzle. Then visit this article to learn the ways to a clear history.
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